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EOS 2019 delivers an engaging,
challenging and stimulating programme
A resounding success for its
seventh consecutive year, the
European Outdoor Summit
(EOS) has proven a hit once
again with delegates, sponsors
and partners alike; delivering
another engaging, challenging
and inspiring programme
over the course of two days.
The Summit finale announced
Annecy, France, as the host location
for EOS 2020. The EOS 2019,
which took place in Interlaken
Switzerland from September
26-27, brought together over 200
high calibre leaders in the outdoor
industry from across Europe and
beyond. Presentations and breakout
sessions followed the theme: The
Outdoor Industry - Redefining
Boundaries, with speakers
touching on topics such as social
innovation, biotechnology, global
sharing, industry case studies
and forging new collaborations.
The Summit was compered by
Wolfgang Greiner from EOS media
partner The Outdoor Industry
Compass and presentations were
kicked off by Futurist Anne Skare
Nielsen, who gave an amusing,
engaging, challenging and optimistic
keynote about “Why the next 10
years will be amazing”. The second
keynote speaker, Pippa Goodman
from Foresight Factory, then
shared some of the latest research
on the changing boundaries of
engagement – offering essential
insights for outdoor businesses.
Delegates were treated to
an insight into the evolution of
adventure film-making and the
world of Kendal Mountain Festival
from festival director Steve
Scott, who showed two inspiring

short films, while an educational
keynote from Chris Doyle of the
Adventure Travel Trade Association
gave delegates insight on how to
access gear-hungry, passportwielding adventure travellers!
Day two saw a great start with
Benita Matofska from The Sharing
Economy who delivered a thoughtprovoking keynote with positive
insights into change-making
and how outdoor businesses
should engage with the sharing
economy. During her presentation,
five volunteers committed to be
change-makers in their companies.
They were each given a copy of
Benita’s book ‘GenerationShare’
and each asked to pledge to get
five other people to buy the book.
Every copy is produced from
waste, educates a girl in the slums
in Mumbai and plants a tree.
Two more keynote speakers
completed the first session with
thought provoking presentations:
Tomas Vucurevic of BRAIND on
ingredient brands and collaboration;
and Jeppe Thorgersen on the

Montane welcome new
ice climbing talent to
athlete roster
Montane expand their athlete roster
with two young internationally-rated
ice climbers; Emma Powell (UK) and
Liam Foster (USA).
Emma is the first and only British person to
podium at an Ice World Championship, placing
third in 2016 and 2014. Despite this incredible
achievement she is only 18 years old, having started
climbing as a way of burning off excess energy as a child. Starting
at age seven she quickly transitioned through climbing disciplines
before finding ice climbing, becoming a member of the GB Ice
Climbing Team (sponsored by Montane) in 2011.
Emma Powell said: “I am excited by the opportunity to work
with Montane. I am keen to use their products in my niche field of
climbing and to represent the brand.”
Liam is already an accomplished ice, mixed, and drytooling athlete
at the age of 19. He is the youngest American to climb some of the
hardest grades in drytooling (D12, D13, & D14), placed fourth in
difficulty at the 2019 Youth World Ice Climbing Championships,
was second in difficulty and speed at the 2018 North American
Championships, and has won the Hari Berger Speed Competition at
the Ouray Ice Festival two years running.
Liam Foster said: “Montane is the ideal gear for the harshest
environments in the world, and their kit allows me to push my limits.
I am honoured to be supported by them and look forward to seeing
what is possible.”

Silkeborg Project to embed outdoor
into local government strategy.
Towards the end of day two
Donna Carpenter, CEO of Burton
Snowboards urged the outdoor
industry to do more and do better
in its efforts to address some
big challenges and issues and
declared that "passion without
purpose is meaningless."
The final keynote speaker at this
year’s Summit was mountaineer
and quadruple amputee Jamie
Andrew. Jamie shared the
incredible and very moving story
of how he rebuilt his life and
resumed his outdoor adventures
after a terrible climbing incident
that left him with life-changing
injuries and claimed the life of
his best friend. His emotional
and inspiring story received a
well-deserved standing ovation
from the crowd of delegates.
Each day kicked off with an early
morning Tai Chi and run activity
delivered by sponsors Vibram and
ISPO to invigorate delegates ahead
of a busy day and throughout the

two days there was plenty of time
for networking during the breaks.
There was ample opportunity
to unwind and relax at Thursday
night’s Networking Evening dinner,
where delegates were treated to
traditional Swiss Alphorn and flag
throwing entertainment. Later they
enjoyed a box of popcorn courtesy
of headline sponsor IWA, while
watching some inspirational films
from Kendal Mountain Festival.
These included an uplifting short
film on the National Brotherhood
of Skiers, which encourages greater
ethnic diversity within snowsports.
“Once a year at the EOS we
encourage outdoor industry leaders
away from their busy work schedule
to introduce and discuss topics that
are approaching our sector from the
horizon, look at current and future
challenges, opportunities and last
but not least, to network. This year's
edition in the EOG‘s homeland,
Switzerland, proved again that
there is a great appetite to think
outside of the box in our sector.
Many exciting and challenging
topics were touched upon and
new connections were made. A
big thank you to all the delegates
who came out to Interlaken, to our
sponsors who make this whole event
possible and of course to the EOG
team working behind the scenes
to ensure a smooth event. See you
all next year in Annecy!” said Arne
Strate, General Secretary, EOG.
EOS 2020 Annecy, France will
take place from 15-16 October
and details about how to book
will be made available in due
course. For more information
about the Summit, visit www.
europeanoutdoorsummit.com.

Countdown to the Outdoor Military Show

With the 2019 Outdoor Military Show
fast approaching nearly 30 suppliers
have signed up to support the event
which moves to a new exhibition venue
this year.
The larger venue at the University of the
West of England Conference and Exhibition
Centre (November 19-20) makes a great
choice due to its ease of access, bespoke facilities and flexible floor space.
The move to this new venue and vibrant city comes as a result of
feedback received from both visitors and exhibitors alike, who suggested a
need for more floor space on the one level to accommodate an increase in
demand from exhibitors.
It’s not too late to exhibit and there is still space for other brands to
exhibit - to date the following suppliers have pledged their support by
booking stand space - Helix Tactical, Brigantes, Armadillo Merino, Lyon
Equipment, Petzl, Snigel Designs, Keela, Dalesman, Lowa, Arktis, Central
Trade, Jet Press, Boreal, Tasmanian Tiger, Mammut, Pellitec, Black
Diamond, Powertraveller, Exotogg, Stormsure, Mountain Boot Company,
Storm, Buffalo, Equip UK, Proagencies & Ace Supplies.
The event, now in its third year, attracts military buyers and
procurement officers from the MOD as well as representatives from
the Special Forces and activity training centres. Visitors can attend the
show completely free of charge and this includes onsite parking facilities.
Advance registration is required and can be completed on the website at
www.brigantes.com/oms
Access to the Bristol conference centre is easy with its location to the
north of the city just off the M4/M32 motorways with Filton Abbey Wood
train station a short walk away, and Bristol Temple Meads train station a
15-minute drive away, which has excellent national rail links.
If you have any questions regarding OMS and to download the latest
floorplan , please visit www.brigantes.com/oms for further details or contact
Alasdair Scobbie at MCS via email alasdair@mcspr.co.uk Tel: 0161 437 4634.

www.outdoor-insight.co.uk
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DRYROBE
ANNOUNCE
PARTNERSHIP
WITH KENDAL
MOUNTAIN
FESTIVAL
dryrobe has joined the 2019
Kendal Mountain Festival as
the Presenting Partner of the
Outdoor Swimming Session.
Taking place bright and
early on Sunday, November
17, 9.30 – 11.30am at Kendal
Town Hall, the session will
combine screening of films
from the world of outdoor
swimming plus tales of
incredible adventures from
inspiring characters.
The fantastic Colin Hill
returns to Kendal to host the
session for 2019 and share
his infectious enthusiasm for
outdoor swimming, plus the
riotous Outdoor Swimmer
Quiz of the Year is back,
hosted by Jonathan Cowie
and Ella Foote.
The full line-up of speakers
will be revealed very soon,
but the speakers confirmed
so far include Lindsey Cole,
who takes us from Shetland
to the Scilly Isles on her
'Dipping Britain' adventure,
and Kendal cyclist and
swimmer Ben Dowman who
created the Frog Whitton
Round - a 96 mile bike
ride with four lake swims
totalling six miles.
The Outdoor Swimming
Session is shaping up to
be a must see at Kendal
Mountain Festival, Gideon
Bright, dryrobe founder
and Director, said: “We’re
proud to be joining the
Kendal Mountain Festival
to present the Outdoor
Swimming Session - here
at dryrobe our mission is
to help inspire, enable and
improve the experience of
an active outdoor lifestyle,
for everyone. Kendal
embraces and shares this
ethos wholeheartedly, which
is why we’re excited to be
working together with them
for 2019. We can’t wait to
see the amazing outdoor
swimming community at the
festival - see you there!”
The 2019 Kendal Mountain
Festival programme is
now live.
For tickets head to www.
kendalmountainfestival.com
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RUFFWEAR
COMPLETE
AW19 SEASON
LAUNCH
Ruffwear complete their
AW19 season with the launch
of major lines designed to
enhance and inspire outdoor
adventures with canine
companions.
The Overcoat Fuse Jacket
is a unique 2-in-1 jacketharness combo designed
to make getting outdoors
even easier. It combines
the structure of Ruffwear’s
best-selling Front Range
Harness with the warmth
and weather resistance of
the Overcoat Jacket, giving
dog owners a convenient
alternative to layering.
Meanwhile the lightweight,
multi-use Flagline Harness,
is the latest addition to the
core Ruffwear harness range.
It offers a no step, easy on/
off design with a supportive
chest/belly panel, padded
handle, and three points of
leash attachment. Perfect
for ‘Houdini’ dogs and those
needing extra assistance,
the Flagline brings the mostloved features of Ruffwear’s
core harnesses into one
hybrid design.
For 25 years, Ruffwear
has sought The Road Less
Travelled and this launch
is set to inspire even more
adventure-seeking humans
to discover new trails,
new adventures, and new
challenges with their dogs at
their side.
Rob Hughes, managing
director of Accapi Group,
Ruffwear’s exclusive
distribution partner across
Europe said: “Each of these
new lines demonstrates
Ruffwear’s dedication to
creating products that
enhance and inspire
canine adventure with zero
compromise on quality. With
each season Ruffwear are
evolving and innovating their
range, integrating customer
feedback and trail testing, to
make dog gear that performs
at the highest level. We are
delighted to bring these
products to the European
market where we are already
seeing strong demand from
our customers.”

Burton McCall
partners with BioLite
Burton McCall is to be the
exclusive UK and Ireland
Distribution for BioLite Energy
products.
Through this partnership
BioLite, an innovator in off-grid
energy solutions, will receive
on-the-ground retailer support,
opportunities for door expansion,
expert marketing and brand building
guidance, and overall support for
growing business in the UK.
Michelle Dickinson, Managing
Director of Burton McCall Ltd, said:

“BioLite’s product development,
innovation and diversity ensure
the brand fits beautifully within the
Burton McCall portfolio and we’re
extremely excited to see how we
can further develop the brand in
the UK.”
Demian Lashlee, International
Sales Manager for BioLite Energy,
said: “The UK is one of our fastestgrowing markets; having the
opportunity to work alongside an
industry leader like Burton McCall
gives us tremendous momentum.

PrimaLoft announces
partnership with Parley
for the Oceans
PrimaLoft and
environmental organisation
Parley for the Oceans have
announced a strategic
partnership that will take
plastic intercepted from
remote islands, beaches and
coastal communities and
use it to manufacture highperformance insulation
products.
PrimaLoft, the experts in
advanced material technology,
will be the first insulation
provider in the textile industry to
partner with Parley to develop products from marine plastic waste.
In addition to the material PrimaLoft sources, the company also
supports Parley in its projects preventing ocean pollution all over
the world.
Cyrill Gutsch, Founder and CEO of Parley for the Oceans, said: “Parley
Ocean Plastic is a trademark for a range of premium materials to turn
products into Symbols of Change and fund our battle against marine
plastic pollution. The enormous success of our partnerships with brands
like adidas and Stella McCartney, internationally renowned athletes,
artists, and entertainers has had a carry-over effect on the whole industry.
Recycling is now sexy, desirable and stands for meaningful design.
Purpose is the new luxury. We welcome PrimaLoft as an official Parley
supply chain partner to our global network, adding new high-performance
material types to our portfolio and drastically supporting the growth of
our movement – for the oceans.”
Mike Joyce, PrimaLoft president and CEO, said: “Using upcycled
marine plastic waste to create insulation that meets the high-performance
standards customers expect from PrimaLoft presents a unique challenge.
Sourcing high-quality raw materials is essential to the development of
our insulations, and marine plastics are often lacking that level of quality.
Together with Parley, our engineers have developed a method that allows
for marine plastics to produce insulation products that meet our highperformance standards.”

@Outdoorinsightuk

We look forward to learning
from their extensive knowledge
and experience, accelerating our
presence in the market.”

BioLite’s products will be
available to order from Burton
McCall Ltd beginning January
1, 2020.

CARINA POLZER. PHOTO BY DAVID HOFER

Runners tough it out in the
inov-8 Descent Race mud
One of the world’s most daredevil sporting events saw runners
plunge down a near-vertical ski slope.
Brave entrants from across Europe took part in the inov-8 Descent
Race on the legendary Streif – a slope on the Hahnenkamm mountain
in Kitzbuhel (Austria) that has a gradient of 80 per cent and is
regarded as the toughest on the world cup ski circuit.
The second staging of the annual race was held amid an alpine
rainstorm, making the course extremely muddy. Most runners used
special graphene-enhanced shoes provided for free by race sponsors
inov-8 to get tougher grip in the slippery conditions.
The men’s winner was Markus Wiltschnigg who, despite suffering a
shoulder injury, proved to be the master of the downhill mud. The
27-year-old trail runner from Styria (Austria) claimed the €300
cash prize.
Entrants of all abilities started at one-minute intervals from the
iconic ski house on the mountain summit. They then weaved their way
down the hill, on a 350m course marked by ski flags.
Each runner completed it twice, with their times added together for
the overall results. Markus flew down in 58.54 secs and then 56.87 secs
for a combined winning time of 1min 55.32 secs.
Fastest woman down the treacherous slope was Carina Polzer, who
made it look easy with times of 1min 22.40 secs and 1min 21.24 secs.
Her combined time of 2 mins 43.64 secs put her ninth overall.
The 23-year-old Austrian international orienteer, who is studying
medicine in Innsbruck, also won €300.
The race was organised by Georg Uberall, an outdoor sports retailer
from Kitzbuhel, who said: “The conditions were certainly special,
so I was all the more pleased that so many came to race and that
everything went well.”
Lee Procter, Communications & Ambassadors Manager for
inov-8, added: “Everyone got to grips with the muddy course and
demonstrated both skill and bravery to tame the world’s toughest ski
slope. We loved seeing everyone play dirty in the mud, share in the
camaraderie of the day and, in some cases, overcome fears. We look
forward to returning to Kitzbuhel in 2020.”
Results (top-3). Men: 1. Markus Wiltschnigg (1:55:32), 2. Daniel
Hauser (2:12:33), 3. Moritz Mayer (2:18:06). Women: 1. Carina Polzer
(2:43:64), 2. Lisa Kroll (2:57:00), 3. Lena Sulzenbacher (3:48:40).
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Farpoint Trek 55

The Farpoint Trek 55 is equipped with an
adjustable trampoline suspended mesh
backsystem providing ultimate ventilation
when hiking in warmer climes. It also boasts
the Farpoint’s signature suitcase style
opening for easy packing and access. While
in transit you can deploy the Aircover to
protect your pack as it makes its way to the
hold luggage.

Alpine RDS
Down Vest

New for AW19, the versatile range of
lightweight, packable, performance
outerwear from Mac in a Sac has now
expanded to include a packable, high quality,
RDS down vest. Offered to retail with
attractive mark-ups and POS display stand.
Become a stockist today.

www.ospreyeurope.com

028 9079 0588
sales@targetdry.com
www.targetdry.com

GX Waterproof
Daysack

La Sportiva
Futura Woman

Single compartment waterproof daysack
with rolltop closure, fully taped seams, front
panel with reflective shockcord accessory
patch, inner key clip, inner zip pocket, haul
loop, light padded backsystem and fully
padded light 3d Airmesh shoulder harness,
waiststrap, UTX duraflex buckles and
accessories.

The Futura model belongs to the innovative
“No-Edge” generation. The No-edge concept
eliminates the traditional “edges” of the
sole. This allows the foot to come into
closer contact with the rock surface, thus
enhancing foot sensitivity and allowing a
greater, homogenous push on the hold.

www.oxyamco.com.hk

www.lasportiva.com

MT18 Outdoor

Wilderness Wash

With its brightness and ease of use, this up
to 3,000 lumens strong flashlight wins over
hunters, campers and fishers alike. Thanks
to its rapid focus, you can focus it using
just one hand and it can even be positioned
vertically on the floor due to its flat end
cap. The strong battery can be charged via
USB 3.0 and has a quick charge feature. The
darkness doesn’t stand a chance against you.

Sea to Summit’s super concentrated
Wilderness Wash goes a long way, it is
gentle on fabrics and skin but effective on
dishes and laundry stains. Available in their
popular “Pocket Soap” (50 leaves) version,
and in two liquid versions; one unscented
and one with Citronella and Sandalwood
essential oils to help deter bugs and odours.
All versions are biodegradable. Three sizes
including 40ml, 89ml, 250ml.

www.ledlenser.com

www.seatosummit.co.uk

Palm Tsangpo Hat

Rainbow One
Person Tent

Palm Tsangpo Hat keeps your head warm.
This Fleece beanie hat, made from stretchy,
soft Pontetorto fabric, is great for wearing
under your helmet or to keep in a drybag
for emergencies. If the hat gets wet ring
it out and put straight back on. Materials:
Pontetorto technostretch fleece (65%
polyester 25% polypropylene 10% elastane).
Weight: 30g

www.northeastkayaks.co.uk

@Outdoorinsightuk

Updated for 2019, the Rainbow is the solo
version of Tarptent’s most popular shelter,
the Double Rainbow, and includes the same
special features. An exceptional balance
of strength, spaciousness, and value, the
Rainbow is ideal for people who want a light
tent with a large living space. The Rainbow
is easy to set up and can be converted to
freestanding with trekking poles.

www.tarptent.com
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Woolpower
LITE Range

Mt Blanc Pro GTX

FastFold Khaki
& Saffron

Woolpower LITE is a fabric that has
exploded in popularity since Outwear
started producing it. LITE is a thinner
fabric that is good to use all year round.
It feels cool against skin during warmer
weather and warms the body when the
temperature is cooler.

The women’s Scarpa Mt Blanc Pro GTX
is a warm and durable boot designed for
technical mountaineering and winter
climbing. The Mt Blanc Pro is built around
the excellent technical NAG last, but now
uses the latest Essential AC sole platform
which is lightweight, and cushioned but also
extremely durable. The TPU insert at the
toe gives a quick and easy connection to the
latest automatic crampons.

01576 490100
sales@outwearltd.co.uk
www.outwearltd.co.uk

www.scarpa.co.uk

www.micralite.com

ODLO Fast & Light

Anker PowerPort
Solar Lite

AMK
Mountain Series

Find supplies quickly with the Easy
Care Organization System in the newly
revamped Mountain Series first aid kits
from Adventure Medical Kits. The durable,
water resistant bags include trauma supplies
which are of hospital quality and are labelled
by injury for easy access.

0116 234 4611
sales@burton-mccall.com
www.adventuremedicalkits.com

Small and quick to pack, super light and
extremely functional – Odlo’s outdoor
performance line FLI (Fast & Light)
prepares outdoor enthusiasts for anything
the weather throws at them while hitting the
trail. Incredibly lightweight, the FLI 2.5L
Jacket is the perfect packable companion for
outdoor adventures.

07581741799
James.Clark@odlo.com
Odlo.com

The SUV of strollers. Take it anywhere
thanks to high spec wheels and premium
weather proof fabrics - the comfiest ride for
baby and the easiest push for you.

When you’re out enjoying the great outdoors,
enjoy yet another perk: free limitless
power. Simply spread out the solar panels
or attach to your pack to start repowering
your gadgets. Exclusive to Anker, PowerIQ
discovers and replicates your device’s
original charging protocol to provide its
fastest possible charging speed up to 2.1
amps overall (with enough direct sunlight).

www.anker.com

www.outdoor-insight.co.uk
www.sports-insight.co.uk
@SportsInsightUK

Harvey Maps Assynt

Detailed map for hillwalkers and climbers
of the spectacular peaks of Assynt at
1:40,000 scale. Includes Quinag, Suilven,
Stac Pollaidh, Cul Mor and Ben More
Assynt. Enlargements at 1:15,000 scale of
Stac Pollaidh, Suilven and Quinag on the
reverse. Climbing crags are highlighted and a
climbing route on Stac Pollaidh is included.
The map area includes two Munros, nine
Corbetts and six Grahams. Tough, light,
durable and 100 per cent waterproof.

www.harveymaps.co.uk

Petzl Duo S

Ultra-powerful with 1,100 lumens in
BOOST mode, the DUO S headlamp runs
on a rechargeable battery. Waterproof
and durable, it is ideal for demanding
sports such as caving, orienteering and
cycling. Featuring the FACE2FACE antiglare function, a Petzl patent, the DUO S
headlamp allows users to face each other
without blinding one another, making group
activities more comfortable.

www.petzl.com
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Arc’teryx launch Trips
Arc’teryx, the design company
which specialises in technical,
high-performance apparel,
outerwear and equipment, has
its roots in the Canadian West
Coast Mountain wilderness.
Adventuring in remote places
is in the brand’s DNA, and now
through a new Arc’teryx Trips
programme the company will
share that passion for the first
time by offering immersive travel
experiences to some of the most
wild and spectacular locations on
the planet.
George Weetman, Vice President
of Brand & Digital Commerce
at Arc’teryx, said: “Arc’teryx is
founded on the idea that there is
always a better way. Our products
are designed with solutions for
the outdoor elements in mind, and
through our new Arc’teryx Trips
program, we’re rethinking the way
that people experience spectacular
and remote destinations by

providing an immersive experience
to put our products to the ultimate
test.”
Launching next year, but
available for booking this autumn,
the programme features guided,
small group trips to ten aweinspiring destinations with
world-class mountain guides.
The experiences on offer include
trekking in the Yukon, trail running
in Corsica, mountaineering in
Chamonix, and rock climbing in the
Dolomites, with each trip centred
around the main sports Arc’teryx
makes products for.
Each meticulously-designed
experience will move active
adventurers to the next level of
technical expertise alongside likeminded explorers. All of the guides
chosen to lead each trip have been
carefully selected by Arc’teryx, and
all are either IFMGA (International
Federation of Mountain Guides
Association), ACMG (Association

PATAGONIA
LAUNCHES
NEW DIGITAL
PLATFORM
TO PROTECT
THE PLANET

of Canadian Mountain Guides)
or AMGA (American Mountain
Guides Association) certified to
ensure trip attendees receive the
best in safety, local knowledge and
skills development.
The individual experiences
are now open for registration and
depending on the destination,
space will be available for between
four to 12 guests. The intimate

group sizes will allow participants
to have a more personalised
experience with their guide.
The cost for each Arc’teryx Trips
experience will range from £1,800 to
£6,000 per person, including taxes.
For more information about the
programme, details about expertise
needed, recommended supplies and
booking, please visit http://trips.
arcteryx.com

HILLTREK VENTURES INTO ORGANIC WITH VENTILE
Growing demand for organic
and sustainable cotton has
prompted Scottish outdoor
clothing brand, Hilltrek
Outdoor Clothing to launch
their first complete capsule
collection created exclusively
from Ventile high-performance
organic cotton.
Designed with outdoor pursuits
in mind, the range is made entirely
in organic Ventile. The collection
comprises of both menswear and
womenswear ranges including
jackets, shirts and trousers and has
been in development for over a year.
Ventile Organic Cotton fabric
is sustainably grown without
the use of pesticides or chemical
fertilisers and is made using
methods that have a low impact
on the environment. The fabric is
produced with an organic extralong staple yarn, which accounts

for only 0.04 per cent of cotton
production worldwide. The
fabric’s structure means that the
Hilltrek x Ventile organic range is
breathable, soft and durable and
unlike synthetic fabrics, the use of
cotton Ventile results in a finished
garment that is quiet and does not
rustle during movement making the
range perfect for those who want to
blend in with the countryside.

The new collection sees Hilltrek
selecting their best-selling Glencoe
and Greenspot jackets and giving
them an organic makeover. The
range launches for autumn and
comes in seven colourways: black,
olive, navy, charcoal, spruce green
and survival yellow. Hilltrek have
included organic cotton versions of
the best-selling styles Blaven trouser,
Kintail shirt and Braemar smock.

Daniel Odermatt, Marketing
Manager at Ventile, said: “Over
the past three years we have seen
a 115 per cent growth in the sale
of Ventile Organic Cotton Fabric,
the largest growth ever reported
for our brand. Such growth
indicates a strong demand for
organic and sustainable solutions
from global retail markets and
consumers across multiple
sectors. The new Organic
Ventile cotton offers designers
and brands such as Hilltrek,
an organic alternative to our
traditional Ventile fabrics.”
Dave Shand, Director at
Hilltrek, said: “We are very proud
of the products we have created,
the additional offering we can
now provide to our customers,
and the environmental
credentials of the fabrics
available in the outdoor industry.”

Jason Fox joins Osprey and Kayaks the Yukon
Jason Fox has joined specialist
outdoor pack brand Osprey as
an official Brand Ambassador.
Former Royal Marine Commando
and SBS Special Forces
Sergeant, Fox joins Osprey
bringing a wealth of survival
and expedition experience.
Following his recent TV work
drilling participants in ‘SAS Who
Dares Wins’ and ‘Meet The Drug
Lords: Inside The Real Narcos’,
Fox has since turned his attention
to extreme exploration. Fox has
just completed one of his toughest
expeditions to date; a two man
unsupported 2,029 mile trip
across the Alaskan wilderness.
Beginning in the remote Alaskan
area of Skagway, Fox and expedition
partner Sean Johnson took on a
49-mile trek across the arduous,
historical gold rush trail from
Chilkoot and on to Lake Bennett.
The pair then set off by kayak
along the wildlands of the Yukon,

a territory nearly four times the
size of England with a population
of only 35,000. An area rich in
wildlife, the duo encountered
brown bears, moose, beavers and
golden eagles along their journey
across unknown territory.
From here the Yukon
River crosses the border into
Alaska, meandering across
the entire breadth of the
untamed state for the final
1,265 miles of their journey.
Fox said: “This expedition
was epic in every sense of the
word. Sean and I embarked on
it so we could experience what
we consider to be one of the
last wildernesses on the planet
and we were not let down.
“The trip itself was long and
arduous and required, from us both,
physical and mental robustness.
What it also required was reliable
packs that kept equipment in
working order. Osprey did us

proud and then some. They took
away what could of been a worry
and allowed us to concentrate
on taking in the amazing scenes
we witnessed for 48 days.”
Gary Burnand, Head of
Marketing, said: “We’re thrilled to
have Jason join the Osprey team
as an official Brand Ambassador.
An inspiring and accomplished
explorer and survivalist, we
look forward to supporting him
on his future expeditions.”
Fox and Johnson packed
their equipment in the Osprey
Xenith 105 to ensure optimum
carry comfort, expedition
ready features and complete
preparation for the trail ahead.
Jason is also a co-founder of
Rock 2 Recovery, which helps
enrich the lives of distressed
servicemen, veterans and their
families, and is also an ambassador
for Veterans 4 Wildlife for the
prevention of wildlife crime.
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Patagonia has launched
Patagonia Action Works
(eu.patagonia.com/
actionworks) in the UK, a
digital platform that connects
its community with local
grassroots organisations
working to save the planet.
The Europe-wide launch
follows the huge success of the
platform in North America,
where it has seen half a
million people take action
to support environmental
issues, and enabled users to
volunteer time and skills,
join events, sign petitions and
donate to conservation causes.
The online communitybased platform is the next
chapter in Patagonia’s 45year history of activism, and
giving programme, 1% for the
Planet, a global movement
created by Patagonia
founder, Yvon Chouinard,
and conservationist Craig
Mathews. The company’s
support of grassroots
environmental organisations
around the world has totalled
over $100 million and
has reached thousands of
groups. Many of the not-forprofits operate with limited
resources, and through
Patagonia Action Works, the
company aims to make these
groups more effective and
powerful than ever before.
Patagonia Action
Works will highlight and
support the work of NGOs
facing the most pressing
environmental challenges.
Mihela Hladin Wolfe,
Patagonia’s Director of
Environmental Initiatives,
EMEA, said: “We’ve lost
faith in world leaders to act
on the climate crisis in time.
The public want to know
what they can do, and this
platform allows them to take
action, in the communities
where they live. Patagonia
Action Works enables people
to fight for the issues they
are passionate about.”
Mihela has a account
Dan Yates, founding member
of Save Our Rivers, a UK
NGO on the platform, added:
“This platform is going to be
revolutionary for us. It has
built a bridge between us and
the community that we have
never had before. Patagonia
Action Works enables people
to have a voice and the power
to act. With the backing of
more local residents, our
organisation is going to
achieve so much more.”
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Can outdoor retailers
weather the changes?
Natalie Took, Outreach & PR Executive for Salience
Search Marketing, reveals the findings from their
Insights Report for Outdoor Retailers
The digital world is looking
stormy. The weather can change
without any warning and if you
aren’t prepared, your site can
suffer. At Salience, we have
released our Insights Report
for Outdoor Retailers (https://
salience.co.uk/insight/reports/
outdoor-retailers-marketperformance-report/), which
shows who has conquered the
SEO mountain and who came
unprepared for the trek.
The report looks at different
factors that can affect a brands
presence online. One main factor
is the visibility score. Looking
at a range of keywords, which
we can assume all competitors
want to rank for, we can see how
well each brand ranks overall.
As it’s unlikely that people will
scroll through pages of search
results, the better the rank, the
more likely that the brand will
be seen by potential customers.
Other factors we look at
include social, page speed,
and keyword niches.

Who’s Got The Right
Gear For Being Seen?

With a number of algorithm
updates this year, there’s been
an avalanche in the search
results, some brands have
managed to climb further in
the rankings, whereas others
have lost their footing.
Although the top four brands
have all managed to stay in their
spots, they have still been affected.
Go Outdoors clings to its top spot,
despite a 19 per cent decrease in
its visibility and Cotswold are
second despite visibility dropping

by 12 per cent. Millets comes
in third place with a visibility
increase of 18 per cent, Blacks
has seen its visibility increase by
16 per cent and so have stayed in
forth place. If the next algorithm
updates have a similar effect,
these places could easily be
shuffled around, so Go Outdoors
and Cotswold need to take a look
at their SEO gear if they are to
survive the coming winter.
There hasn’t been any big
movements in the top twenty,
though there has been some.
Mountain Warehouse and
Trespass have both climbed up
two places in the rankings thanks
to a 51 per cent and 50 per cent
visibility increase respectively.
These two quick-climbing brands
have caused Snow and Rock to
slip down, out of the top five.
The most impressive climb
this year is further down the
rankings at position 35. Fjallraven
has increased its visibility by
an impressive 155 per cent,
climbing up 17 places. This is no
easy feat and shows that their
SEO fitness levels are definitely
improving. They’re definitely one
to watch out for on the slopes!

Which Outdoor Retailers Have The
Best Social Skills?

You can’t just hide in your
tent online. It’s important to
gather around the campfire and
socialise otherwise, you might
get ignored. A strong social
media presence helps to generate
trust with your customers.
The New Balance tops our
social charts as they have a

lot of monthly brand searches
and have the highest owned
social score. The international
brand regularly promotes its
products with short videos and
interviews with customers.
They interview professionals
that use their products, such as
professional climbers. This will
give potential customers trust
and confidence in the products.
The New Balance also makes
good use of Instagram, their
feed is filled with customer's
images tagged with their famous
slogan #NeverStopExploring.
They are also taking advantage
of a popular USP on social, as
they have a focus on recycled
fabrics, very on-trend right now.
Go Outdoors comes in second
with their social skills. They have
the highest number of brand
searches a month but their owned
social score is low in comparison.
Helping customers appears to be
their focus, as they link to their
own blog posts and news articles
that could be of benefit. This will
help them to build trust as they’re
socialising with their audience.
Using social media to
promote your brand's ethics
and values can help to gain
new followers, with the hope
they’ll convert into customers.
Doing well online is rarely
smooth sailing. With algorithm
updates that are as unpredictable
as British weather, it’s best to be
prepared. Want to know if you
have the gear to tackle the online
mountain? Contact Salience
(https://salience.co.uk) to find
out how your brand is doing and
how you can be better prepared.
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Reima wins
Golden EU product
safety award
Finnish children’s wear brand Reima has received a gold
award for Product Safety from the European Commission.
This exciting award shines a light on companies who put
children’s safety at the heart of what they do.
They won the large companies Gold Award for ensuring that
clothes are not only safe for children but offer extra protection, for
instance in the dark.
The ceremony took place in Brussels and saw European
Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality, Věra
Jourová, present awards to four large companies and four SMEs. The
winners came from all across Europe, including Austria, Denmark,
Germany and Greece with Reima the only Finnish company to be
awarded.
Since the Company’s beginning in the 1940s, practical
childrenswear has been one of Reima’s focuses and safety has grown
to be an integral part of the company’s DNA.
Besides making its products safe through non-toxic materials,
PFC-free clothing and imitation fur, Reima have taken the safety
of children one step further through ranges of protective clothing.
By the 1970s, Reima’s children’s wear with reflective details were
publicly recognised and commended and Reima still continues
developing new reflective products to protect children in the dark. In
the summer months, Reima have developed a SunProof range which
protects delicate skin from the sun’s harmful UV rays as well as
mosquito-repellent clothing. For spring 2020, Reima will introduce
top-to-toe clothing that repels other insects too, including ticks,
which are a global health hazard.
Elina Björklund, company CEO, said: “I am very happy and proud
of our entire organisation for winning this award, as I know how
much consistent work is behind this victory.
“Safety is an essential part of all our operations, and we have
achieved this level of performance through a combined effort of
many functions. Although our R&D and Quality team is ultimately
responsible for product safety, also other functions like design,
product management, merchandising and supply chain operations
play a big role.”
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Dakine Equipment, LLC,
names new distribution
partner for key European
markets
Dakine Equipment, LLC, have announced that Bucher + Walt SA, the Swiss
Dakine distributor for over 30 ye ars, has acquired the Dakine Europe
operations headquartered in Annecy, France.
They have also been named the regional distribution partner for Dakine
Equipment across the key European markets of France, Germany, Benelux,
Austria, Spain, Andorra, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Ireland and Italy.
Under the new distribution agreement, the Dakine Europe office in Annecy will
continue driving the sales management and operational efforts in the region, while
Bucher + Walt’s offices in Neuchâtel, Switzerland, will oversee management of the
expanded strategic relationship.
Global and regional brand direction, marketing and direct to consumer strategy
will continue to be led by Marquee Brands.
Global product creation, innovation, sales leadership and manufacturing will
continue to be driven by the Dakine Equipment team in Hood River, Oregon, USA.
Julien Bucher, CEO of Bucher + Walt SA, said: “For more than 50 years, we
have never ceased to reinvent ourselves and innovate within our company. The
acquisition of Dakine Europe enables our company to evolve while expanding
our range of services as well as our marketplace. We are proud to rise to this new
challenge and our teams are ready for it.”
Jonathan Hirshberg, President and CEO of Dakine Equipment, LLC, added:, “We
are super excited to expand and strengthen our partnership with Julien and his
entire team at Bucher + Walt. We are confident we have selected the right partner
to grow the brand’s presence in the European market to the next level, while
continuing our commitment to Dakine’s core consumers by delivering innovative
products on the mountain and in the water.”

Isbjörn founder and CEO to be
awarded top global women’s award
Maria Frykman Forsberg,
co-founder and CEO of
premium technical and
eco-conscious outdoor
children’s wear brand,
Isbjörn of Sweden, is
to be honoured by The
International Women’s
Entrepreneurial
Challenge Foundation
(IWEC) in New Delhi.
The IWEC Foundation
is a global not-for-profit
organisation which helps
women-owned businesses
connect and grow. The
international economic empowerment program for women,
which started in 2007, is assisted by the US Department
of State, Chamber of Commerce and various companies
worldwide. With its headquarters in New York City, The
IWEC Foundation’s reach encompasses women who are
already in the global marketplace but want to further expand,
as well as those who want to enter international markets.
Maria, who founded Isbjörn of Sweden with Camilla
Schmidt back in 2005, will be recognised at the forthcoming
IWEC Foundation Conference, which takes place in New
Delhi from November 10-13. Maria will be awarded with The
IWEC Foundation Award and will also do a talk on import
challenges to more than 250 delegates. Since 2007, annual
conferences have previously taken place in major cities all
over the world, including New York, Lima, Stockholm and
Istanbul.
It was Maria’s passion and determination to make the most
sustainable outdoor clothing for children, with absolutely
no compromise on adult performance, that has helped to
drive Isbjörn’s global success. Frustrated by the lack of good
outdoor apparel for children after having her first child,
Maria gave up her career as a management consultant to start
Isbjörn with her business partner Camilla.
Now available in more than 15 countries, the brand
continues to grow profitably year on year. Isbjörn is also the
first outdoor children’s wear brand to become a bluesign
system partner and the company’s green promise to future
generations is to provide them with the most sustainable,
long-lasting “no compromise” products, so they can enjoy and
help the planet and nature.
Maria Frykman Forsberg said: “This is an incredible
accolade for our passionate team, as well as myself. I’m very
much looking forward to the conference in New Delhi and
will certainly make the most of this valuable opportunity, not
only to open new doors for Isbjörn and share my experiences,
but also to learn from other female entrepreneurs. Many of
the former awardees will be in attendance to celebrate the
12th annual conference, which will focus on accelerating
business growth through Innovation and Integration.”

Keen and Sherpa join forces to raise literacy funds
Keen and ethical Himalayan brand
Sherpa have joined forces for a unique
collaboration, the Innate Ltd project.
Following the debut of their Innate travel shoe
in Spring 19, Keen has partnered with Sherpa
Adventure Gear, to present a new edition for
FW19, the Keen Innate x Sherpa. With every sale
of the shoe €15 is being donated to the charity
Room to Read.
Room to Read seeks to transform the lives
of millions of children in developing countries
by focusing on literacy and gender equality
in education. Working in collaboration with
local communities, partner organizations and
governments, they develop literacy skills and a
habit of reading among primary school children,
and support girls to complete secondary school
with the relevant life skills to succeed in school
and beyond.
The proceeds of the sale of approximately
three pairs of Keen Innate x Sherpa Adventure
Gear shoes will enable one child to read
and write for a year and the sales of 25 pairs

will fund a child to be supported through
secondary school for an entire year.
Through this scheme, which supports
the Room to Read literacy program, Keen
and Sherpa Adventure Gear seek to unlock
a better future for Nepalese children,
with an ultimate goal of teaching 1,000
children to read and write for one year.

Perry Laukens, Marketing Director KEEN
EMEA, said: “KEEN have always been proud to
practice ‘business unusual’ by using our global
business practices to support causes that align
with our values. It has been great to work with
Sherpa Adventure Gear on this collaboration,
who share our principles and mindset in taking
action, putting values into motion and aspiring
to make a meaningful difference.
“It was a great privilege for some of our team
at KEEN to visit the project recently and see
first-hand the amazing work Room to Read are
carrying out in Nepal. The welcome was
incredibly warm and the appreciation of the staff
and the children in Kathmandu and Nuwakot
was humbling. We are proud that alongside
Sherpa, this scheme will allow us to continue to
support the invaluable work of Room to Read.”
Featuring a distinctive endless knot embossed
into the upper and subtle signature Nepalese flag
detail to the heel loop, this stylish boot pays
homage to the Sherpa climbers and unsung
heroes of the Himalayas.
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DYNAFIT’S
BÖHM
SETS NEW
RECORD
Dynafit managing
director Benedikt ‘Bene’
Böhm climbed Dhaulagiri
VII in Nepal in a new
record time.
The 42-year-old started
his ascent from base
camp, on October 15, at
4,903m (16,086 feet) and
only needed six hours and
six minutes to reach the
summit at 7,246m (23,773
feet). Böhm skied from
the summit and returned
to base camp in a total
of seven hours and 53
minutes, breaking the goal
he set for himself of eight
hours. The father of three
made his speed ascent
for a good cause, raising
funds for an elementary
and secondary school in
Dandaphaya in Humla,
one of the poorest
regions in Nepal. Dynafit
created a headband
sold specifically for the
cause, and has already
raised over 7,500 euros.
Böhm said: “Dhaulagiri
VII is a stupendous ski
touring mountain with
its amazing snowy slopes.
The snow conditions
were somewhat of a
challenge. From icy crusts
and icy passages where
the wind had blown
away much of the snow,
we confronted about
everything. In addition,
it was extremely cold.
In combination with the
altitude the nights before
the summit push were of
course relatively uneasy.
“I am very happy
that I was able to hit
my goal of eight hours
or less. However, this
speed ascent definitively
pushed me to my limits
physically. When all is
said and done, the mind
is the decisive factor. And
knowing the expedition
was all in the name of a
good cause, you give a
little extra push. A hearty
thank-you to everyone
who has supported the
‘United for Himalayan
Kids’ campaign and has
thus given kids access
to a good education.”
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COTOPAXI TO LAUNCH FW20
COLLECTION IN UK AND IRELAND

Cotopaxi, the first venture
capital-backed Benefit
Corporation and Certified B
Corp, and one of the fastest
growing outdoors apparel
and gear brands in the North
American market, has
announced a distribution
plan and partner in the UK
launching with the Fall/Winter
2020 season.
Unify Brand Partnerships,
based out of South Wales, will
be Cotopaxi’s first appointed
European distributor, focused on
the UK and Ireland.
Unify BP has a core competency
in pivotal brands, representing
trendsetters such as Teva, Reef,
Tretorn, Stance, HOKA ONE and
more.
Unify BP is particularly excited
about its new partnership with
Cotopaxi, having followed the
brand’s immense growth and
powerful advocacy program in the
United States.
Damian Cooper, Unify BP
Managing Director, said: “We
are thrilled to bring this hot new
brand to market in the UK and
Ireland, two regions focused
on championing proactive and
conversation-starting brands, of
which Cotopaxi most certainly
is. Cotopaxi is a gamechanger in
the outdoor and lifestyle spaces,
representing the new wave
of consumer-driven brands,

Questival series and engaging
social media platforms.
Heath Christensen, Cotopaxi
Director of Wholesale, said: “We
are truly excited to be working
with Unify BP. The UK and
Ireland have a vibrant outdoor
lifestyle culture and Unify BP is
the perfect partner with a wealth
of experience to help us promote
our brand mission abroad.”
Unify BP will launch Cotopaxi’s
new Fall/Winter 2020 collection
to the UK and Ireland markets,
and will present the collection at
ISPO in January 2020.

empowering the public and
advocating for change.”
Cotopaxi, having launched in
2015, has staked a claim in the
North American marketplace as the
go-to brand for cross-generational
demographics invested in
sustainability, community and
connectivity.
The upwards growth of Cotopaxi
year over year indicates a deep
desire for more robust consumer
to brand relationships, driven
by the desire for experiential
opportunities tied to product, as
exemplified by Cotopaxi’s popular

The North Face resets outerwear expectations
with Futurelight apparel launch
The North Face claims to
have changed the future of the
outerwear industry with the
unveiling of Futurelight jackets,
pants, and bibs in its Summit
Series, Steep Series and Flight
Series collections.
Developed using innovative
nanospinning technology, Futurelight
will offer first of its kind breathable,
waterproof protection.
The concept for Futurelight was
born in the mountains out of specific
requests from The North Face global
athlete team looking for increased
performance and breathability in
their waterproof gear. Determined to
reset the expectation that waterproof
product is uncomfortable, heavy and
stuffy, The North Face commenced
a multi-year journey to create a
waterproof fabric that’s not only
soft, light, flexible and comfortable
– but also durable and sustainably
designed. After three years of
research, product development
and extensive lab and field testing,
The North Face introduces the
first apparel made from the brand’s
proprietary, Futurelight fabric.
Scott Mellin, Global General
Manager of Mountain Sports at
The North Face, said: “With the
introduction of Futurelight, we are
finally offering clothing that adapts
to our needs. The introduction of this

fabric is a pivotal moment for our
brand, for the future of the apparel
industry, and for consumers who will
no longer need to sacrifice comfort
or air permeability for waterproof
protection.”
The nanospinning process used to
create Futurelight fabric has allowed
the brand to add unmatched air
permeability into the membrane of a
fabric for the first time. The process
creates nano-level holes, allowing for
incredible porosity while maintaining
total waterproofness, letting air move
through the material and provide
more venting than ever before.
Nanospinning also gives The
North Face designers the ability to
adjust weight, stretch, breathability,
durability, construction (knit or
woven), and texture during the
manufacturing process to match both
athletes’ and consumers’ end-use,
activity or environment. Designers
can customize the fabric for specific
usage, for example, by increasing
breathability in garments for aerobic
pursuits or increasing protection
for harsh, wet climates. The ability
to adjust these factors in fabric
construction and manufacturing is
pushing the limits of innovation in
apparel, equipment and accessories.
Mellin said: “We are starting with
jackets and outdoor apparel, but
we won’t stop there. Futurelight

can theoretically make anything
breathable, waterproof and for
the first time - comfortable. This
technology is paving the way for
the future of technical fabrics and
provides endless possibilities across
The North Face product categories.”
With the launch of Futurelight, The
North Face is also aiming to deliver
industry-leading sustainability
practices through its new fabric
creation process. These advances
have allowed the brand to responsibly
create three-layer garments with face
and backer layers made up of 90 per
cent recycled materials.
Futurelight has been tested
extensively for more than 400
continuous days by 15 members of the
brand’s global athlete team, proven
through use in the highest peaks and
harshest environments, including
the Himalayas’ Lhotse and Everest,
in temperatures ranging from -50
degrees F to 60 degrees F.
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Odlo introduces
wearable heating
technology
In the age of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of
Things, the wait for frictionless, personalised and highly
adaptable sportswear has been far too long.
Not one to back down from a challenge, ODLO’s innovative
product team has developed I-THERMIC: An intelligent
thermal technology midlayer that regulates heat via an
integrated app.
Combining Clim8’s advanced intelligent thermal
technology and MAS Holdings’ Twinery innovation arm,
ODLO’s I-THERMIC uses the most advanced active heating
textiles available to give wearers full control of their personal
microclimate. This added control also reduces the need for
extra layers during winter sports, thus avoiding overdressing
and wet, cold, sweaty clothes.
ODLO Brand Director, Timo Pape said: “Effective
temperature control is important in colder weather, but also
others kinds of outdoor activities and conditions. Whether
you ski, climb or hike, nobody wants to look bulky, overheat,
freeze or constantly remove layers. I-THERMIC gives you the
freedom and lightness. With ODLO I-THERMIC your ski day
will not be ruined.”
Developed in collaboration with the world’s most advanced
garment partners and manufacturers, I-THERMIC integrates
Clim8’s intelligent technology platform to detect fluctuations
in skin temperature and activity levels. Then, based off a
smart thermal algorithm, conducts heat through Twinery’s
seamlessly woven copper wiring to regulate and maintain the
ideal temperature as set by the user in the integrated app.
Worn as a midlayer, I-THERMIC’s washing-machine-safe
battery pack provides four hours of continuous heating, which,
when applied via the thermal algorithm, results in more than
enough heat for a regular day of stop-and-go activity on the
slopes, track or trail.
The integrated Clim8 app is where users can personalise
their I-THERMIC, setting preferred temperature ranges and
easily adjusting for on-the-fly heating.
In the age of climate change, AI and the Internet of Things
(IoT) frictionless, personalized and highly adaptable wearable
heating technology is the natural next step. ODLO I-THERMIC
delivers the smart layering solution to active people who love
cold weather sports.
The era of smart wearables is upon us, and ODLO
I-THERMIC is an extension of this revolution. Providing
a seamlessly integrated and personalised layering system,
I-THERMIC is the perfect solution for people who love winter
sports but don’t like getting cold, overheating or carrying
around extra layers.
Not too hot, not too cold, just right – this is the future of
intelligent thermal technology. This is ODLO I-THERMIC.
I-THERMIC was recognized at two key Trade Shows in the
US and Europe. The first award was presented at CES in Las
Vegas and it was followed by a Gold Winner Award at 2019
ISPO in Munich.

